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TRIANGULATION RANGEFINDER AND
SIGHT POSITONING SYSTEM
TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates in general to archery and
rangefinding, and more particularly, to devices and methods
for determining the approximate horizontal distance from an
archer to an intended target and properly positioning a
Sighting device.
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The archery Sports of bowhunting and three-dimensional

(3-D) archery requires range estimation. Unlike many forms
of archery where the distance to the target is known, and
where the archer and the target are in generally the same
horizontal plane, bowhunting and 3-D archery involve tar
gets placed at unknown distances and often involve steep
uphill and downhill angles.
The ability of a 3-D archery or a bowhunter to determine
the distance to his or her intended target, whether by range
estimation or by using a rangefinder, is critical to shot
accuracy. Unlike a bullet discharged from a firearm, an
arrow's trajectory is very non-linear over relatively short
distances. In the case of bowhunting or 3-D archery, incor
rect compensation for target distance, together with the
resulting arrow drop due to gravity, can lead to a missed

15

linear, which it is not.

25

shot, or worse, a wounded animal.

Several attempts have been made to provide rangefinding
devices and methods to assist archers in estimating or
determining target distance. However, for various reasons,
the prior attempts to provide rangefinding devices and
methods have proven largely unsuitable and inadequate for
effective use in bowhunting and/or 3-D archery.
For example, one prior method of determining the dis
tance to a target is by various bracketing techniques. One
bracketing technique of rangefinding involves providing a
transparent viewing window with movable brackets which
allow the user to visually “frame” or bracket a target within
the movable brackets. Once the target is bracketed, the
distance to the target may be estimated by relating the
bracket size to the target distance. A necessary assumption
involved in this method is that the target Size is always the

35

40

Same. AS most bowhunters understand, however, the size of

a given animal Species varies considerably. Additionally
limiting the usefulness of the bracketing method is the need
for the user to adjust the movable brackets, either manually
or electronically, during operation in attempting to bracket
the target. Such manual manipulation of the adjustable
brackets while preparing to shoot is highly time consuming
and cumberSome. Often the shot opportunity lasts only a
Second or two. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the
bracketing method provides only a rough estimation as to
the point-to-point distance from the user to the target rather
than providing the more important horizontal distance
between the user and the target. Simply put, bracketing
techniques for rangefinding are imprecise, cumberSome,
require too much time to carry out, and are based on
assumptions that are inherently erroneous.
Another problem with respect to rangefinding relates to
the uneven terrain involved in bowhunting and 3-D archery.
On extreme slopes, either uphill or downhill, the distance at
which the arrow must be shot to hit the target differs
dramatically from the actual distance to the target. The
reason is that an arrow generally will drop a given distance
corresponding to the amount of time an arrow is in flight
because of the constant force of gravity. Accordingly, the

2
horizontal distance to the target is the primary factor that
must be determined to accurately shoot on Sloped terrain.
Traditional prior art devices have not provided archers with
a Suitable Solution for handling this problem.
Other known rangefinder devices employ the concept of
triangulation, i.e., using trigonometric relationships to deter
mine the distance to a target. For example, in U.S. Pat. No.
4,894,921, a triangulation device is described in which a
weighted pendulum arm is attached to a rotary Switch Shaft.
The pendulum rotates the Switch as the bow inclination
changes. The pendulum will actuate one of a plurality of
Switch closures, which in turn will cause one of Several light
emitting diodes or lamps to illuminate, indicating which
sight pin should be used. While this device purports to
compensate for various elevations by manually changing the
pendulum's position relative to the Switch shaft, this method
of compensating for elevation would only be accurate if the
trigonometric function relating elevation to distance were

45
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U.S. Pat. No. 5,479,712 discloses another rangefinding
device based on triangulation. This patent describes a device
which utilizes a liquid crystal digital volt meter to numeri
cally present the range without reading a Scale. In this
device, the distance to the target is determined by measuring
an analog Voltage Signal which is proportional to the user's
elevation and then is attenuated by a factor proportional to
the tangent of the angle made between the archer's line of
sight from the bow to the target and the line drawn vertically
from the archer to the ground. The accuracy of this device
is significantly limited by the inherent low Sensitivity and
low reliability of analog transducers. Specifically, Since the
Signal in Such a device must possess a specific characteristic,
Such as being proportional to a trigonometric ratio, trans
ducers with high degrees of Sensitivity and reliability cannot
be effectively used. Accordingly, this device, at best, pro
vides only an approximation as to the target distance.
Still another problem with respect to traditional
rangefinding devices is that they do not provide any type of
a movable Sight which is automatically adjusted to corre
spond with a determined horizontal distance to a target.
Rather, traditional archery bow Sight pins are Securely
positioned at discrete increments Such as for shots of 20, 25,
30, 35, and 40 yards, thus requiring the user to estimate the
correct location between fixed sight pins for shots of dis
tances other than those for which Sight pins have been
provided. Although Single-pin, manually adjustable Sights
exist, Such Sights require the archer to physically adjust the
pin to the proper location based upon the archer's perception
of the proper distance to the target.
Lastly, and most significantly, a major limitation of tra
ditional rangefinding devices is that they are not program
mable. Indeed, none of the traditional rangefinding devices
are capable of Storing information for calibrating the device,
or capable of other functions Such as monitoring ambient
conditions.

In View of the foregoing, there is a need to develop a
rangefinding device which permits an archer to accurately
determine the distance to a target. There is a further need to
develop a movable Sight which moves according to a
determined distance to a target. Additionally, there is a need
to develop a programmable rangefinding device. Still
another need exists to provide a rangefinder device which
may effectively utilize transducers with great Sensitivity and
high repeatability. A yet additional need exists to provide a
rangefinder which calculates the horizontal component of
the distance to a target to increase accuracy of bowhunters
and/or 3-D archers when shooting on sloped Surfaces.

5,914,775
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to move between elevated positions without having to
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SUMMARY AND OBJECTS OF THE
INVENTION

It is an object of the invention to provide a rangefinder
that is programmed to measure an elevation angle and to
calculate distances to a target based on the measured eleva
tion angle.
Another object of the invention is to provide a rangefinder
that displays the calculated distance to a target on a liquid
crystal display.
Another object of the invention is to provide a rangefind
ing device which, while in use, will require minimal manual
operator input or adjustment.
Another object of the invention is to provide a rangefinder
which automatically enables a display backlighting device to
facilitate viewing a display when ambient light levels are

recalibrate each time.

The foregoing objects are achieved by a rangefinder that
includes an angle Sensor operatively coupled with a pro
grammed data processor which calculates the distance to a
target based, at least in part, on the angle Sensed by the angle
Sensor. One embodiment of the rangefinder apparatus pro
vides for automatic adjustment of a movable Sight indicator
according to a determined distance to a target. Another
embodiment of the rangefinder calculates the horizontal
distance to a target based on the point-to-point distance to
the target as measured, for example, by a laser point-to-point
measuring device and the angle measured by an angle
Sensitive transducer.
15

low.

Another object of the invention is to provide a rangefinder
which is Selectively energized based on the movement of the

Other objects, features, and advantages of the invention
will become apparent from the following detailed descrip
tion of the invention with reference to the accompanying
drawings.

device.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Another object of the invention is to provide a rangefinder

which has the ability to sense the type of shot (uphill,
downhill, or Substantially level ground) by using an angle
SCSO.

Another object of the invention is to provide a rangefinder
which determines the horizontal distance to a target based on
inputs from a point-to-point measuring device and an angle

25

Sensitive transducer.

Another object of the invention is to provide a Sight
indicator positioning mechanism that uses input from a
rangefinder to position the Sight indicator.
Another object of the invention is to provide a Sight
indicator positioning mechanism that allows the user to
change the position of the Sight indicator by manual inputs.
Another object of the invention is to provide a rangefinder
that uses changes in the color of light to indicate System

1;

35

Status.

Another object of the invention is to provide a lighted
Sight indicator which changes the color of light in the Sight
indicator visible to the archer to indicate the System status of
the rangefinder.
Another object of the invention is to provide a liquid
crystal display with a sight displayed thereon which moves
according to the horizontal distance to the target calculated
by the rangefinder.
Another object of the invention is to provide a
microprocessor-based rangefinder.
Another object of the invention is to provide a rangefinder
which is mountable on an archery bow.
Another object of the invention is to provide a rangefinder

FIG. 4 illustrates an archer shooting at a target from an
elevated position above Sloped ground;
FIG. 5 illustrates an archer elevated above ground aiming
at different objects in the vicinity of the archer;
FIG. 6 illustrates a first part of a calibration subroutine;
FIG. 7 illustrates a second part of the Subroutine of FIG.
5;

40

FIG. 8 is a perspective view of an electro-mechanical
positioning Sight indicator mechanism with the circuit board
removed;
FIG. 9 is a side elevation view of the electro-mechanical

sight indicator positioning mechanism of FIG. 8 with the
45

50

circuit board removed;

FIG. 10 is a perspective sectional view of the sight
indicator of the electro-mechanical positioning mechanism;
FIG. 11 is a perspective view of another embodiment of
a rangefinder which employs a point-to-point measuring
device and an electro-mechanical Sight indicator positioning
mechanism;

FIG. 12 is a circuit diagram illustrating the internal
circuitry and components of the rangefinder shown in FIG.

which is hand-held.

Another object of the invention is to provide a method of
calculating the horizontal distance to a target using a pro
grammed data processor and an angle Sensitive transducer.
Another object of the present invention is to provide a
method of calculating the horizontal distance to a target
based on input from an angle Sensitive transducer and input
values of either an elevation height or a point-to-point
distance to a target.
Another object of the present invention is to provide a
method of determining a horizontal distance to a target based
on a point-to-point distance to the target together with the tilt
angle of the rangefinding device.
Another object of the invention is to provide a rangefinder
having multiple calibration Storage locations to enable a user

FIG. 1 is a front isometric view of a rangefinder apparatus
and a Sight indicator positioning device according to the
present invention with the rangefinder and Sight indicator
positioning device being mounted on an archery bow;
FIG. 2 is a rear isometric view of the rangefinder appa
ratus and Sight positioning device shown in FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a circuit diagram illustrating the internal cir
cuitry and components of the rangefinder apparatus of FIG.

11;
55

60

FIG. 13 is a flow chart illustrating a Sequence of operation
of the programmed data processor Shown in FIG. 12;
FIG. 14 illustrates the bow tilt angle for a shot on
Substantially level ground;
FIG. 15 illustrates the bow tilt angle for an uphill shot;
FIG. 16 illustrates the bow tilt angle for a downhill shot;
FIG. 17 is a front elevation view of an alternative embodi

65

ment of the rangefinder which employs a liquid crystal
display which displays a movable Sight;
FIG. 18 is a circuit diagram of the rangefinder shown in
FIG. 17;

FIG. 19 is a perspective view of a hand-held rangefinder;

5,914,775
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FIG. 20 is a circuit diagram illustrating the internal
circuitry and components of the rangefinder shown in FIG.
19;

FIG. 21 is a perspective view of a belt/pulley electro
mechanical Sight indicator positioning mechanism;
FIG. 22 is a front elevation view of the sight indicator
positioning mechanism of FIG. 21; and
FIG. 23 is a side elevation view of the sight indicator
positioning mechanism of FIG. 21.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
INVENTION

FIGS. 1-3 show a first embodiment of a rangefinding
device 20 according to the present invention. FIG. 1 shows
the rangefinding device 20 mounted to an archery bow 22.
Preferably, the rangefinding device 20 is mounted on the
archery bow 22 such that the rangefinding device 20 is
oriented Substantially parallel to a horizontal plane when the
archery bow 22 is aimed parallel to level ground. The
rangefinding device 20 is shown as comprising a housing 24
rigidly connected with a mounting plate 26. The mounting
plate 26 comprises a plurality of apertures 28 to facilitate the
mounting of the rangefinding device 20 to archery bow 22.
While the mounting plate 26 is illustrated as being fastened
to the archery bow 22 by screws 30, other fasteners, such as
bolts, hook and loop fasteners, or the like may be effectively
employed.
The rangefinding device 20 further comprises a display 32
disposed on a front Surface 35 of the rangefinding device 20.
Advantageously, the display 32 comprises a conventional

15

25

formed between the vertical line 58 which extends from the

liquid crystal display (LCD) and is used to display infor
mation to the user. Input devices Such as Switch 33 and
potentiometer adjustment knob 31 are shown as protruding
from the front surface 35 and are used to provide user input
to the rangefinding device 20.
With reference to FIG. 3, the rangefinding device 20
internal circuitry and components are illustrated as compris
ing a programmed data processor 34, which preferably
comprises a microprocessor, operatively coupled with an
angle Sensitive transducer 36. The programmed data pro
ceSSor 34 is Suitably programmed to perform trigonometric
calculations based on angle dependent Signals from the
angle Sensitive transducer 36. Both the angle Sensitive
transducer 36 and the programmed data processor 34 are

secured within the housing 24 (FIGS. 1 and 2). The display

32 is operatively coupled with the programmed data pro
cessor 34 which is programmed to drive the display 32.
The rangefinding device 20 may also advantageously
comprise an ambient light Sensor 38 operatively coupled
with the programmed data processor 34 which continuously
monitors the amount of ambient light measured by the light
sensor 38. A backlighting device 40 is also operatively
coupled with the programmed data processor 34. The pro
grammed data processor 34 is programmed to drive and
illuminate the backlighting device 40 when the amount of
ambient light measured by the ambient light sensor 38 falls
below a predetermined point. This selective illumination of
the backlighting device 40 facilitates viewing the display 32
in low light conditions. Additionally, a Switching circuit 42
and a Voltage regulator 44 are shown as being electrically
disposed between the programmed data processor 34 and the
backlighting device 40. The Switching circuit 42 is biased by
the programmed data processor 34 according to the amount
of light measured by the ambient light sensor 38 to selec
tively illuminate the backlighting device 40.
With continued reference to FIG. 3, a battery 46 is
provided to provide power to the various circuits and

components of the rangefinding device 20. To ensure a
Substantially constant Voltage Supply to the angle Sensitive
transducer 36, and hence minimize potential error resulting
from a weak battery 46, a Voltage regulator 48 is disposed
between the angle sensitive transducer 36 and the battery 46.
Additionally, to conserve the battery life of battery 46, the
programmed data processor 34 is programmed to control the
power provided to all circuits of the rangefinding device 20.
Specifically, the programmed data processor 34 is pro
grammed to continually monitor the activity of the angle
Sensitive transducer 36, to provide power to the rangefinding
device 20 upon movement of the rangefinding device, and to
eliminate power when the angle Sensitive transducer 36 has
passed a period of inactivity. This Selective energizing of the
rangefinding device circuits is accomplished by the pro
grammed data processor 34 Selectively biasing a Switching
circuit 50 according to the activity of the angle Sensitive
transducer 36. Lastly, Switch 33 and adjustment knob 31 are
illustrated as being operatively coupled with the pro
grammed data processor 34 to allow the user to input
calibration and other information into the programmed data
processor 34.
Turning now to FIG. 4, a triangle is made between an
archer 52 at an elevated position, the target 54, and a base
point 56 on the ground directly below the archer. As the
archer 52 aims the bow 22 at the target 54, an angle B is

35
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archer 52 to base point 56 and a line of sight 60 which
extends from the archer 52 to the target 54. The complement
angle to the angle B which is designated in FIG. 3 as
inclination angle C. is formed between the line of sight 60
and a horizontal line 61 intersecting line 60 at the archer 52.
Ground line 64 is shown as extending from the base point 56
to the target 54. A ground angle p is formed between the
vertical line 58 and the ground line 64. In the special case of
the angle (p between line 58 and line 64 comprising a 90
angle, a right triangle is formed. If this is the case, the angle
C made between line 64 and line 60 is the same as the angle
C. Thus, calculation of the value of the length of line 64,
which in this special case is horizontal to the target, is given
by one of many possible relationships from elementary
trigonometry Such as:
Length of Line 64=(Length of Line 58) tan (B);

45
O

Length of Line 64=(Length of Line 58)/tan (Ct).
50

55

AS mentioned above, the programmed data processor 34
is programmable with various Subroutines. Several of these
Subroutines may be used for calibration purposes. For
example, the programmed data processor 34 may be pro
grammed with a Subroutine for calibrating the device for the
case of level ground operation, that is, where the triangle
created between the archer 52, the target 54, and the base
point 56 comprises a right triangle. In this case, the archer

may input the elevation height (length of line 58) by

60

indexing through preprogrammed values Stored by the pro
grammed data processor 34 by actuating Switch 33.
With reference to FIG. 5, an alternative method of cali

65

bration for level ground operation will now be described.
First, the archer measures the distance all from the base point
56 to an object 57 in the near proximity of the shooting area.
Upon reaching the point of elevation, the archer then aims
the rangefinding device 20 at the object of known distance
and actuates Switch 33 or turn knob 31 to change the reading
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Seen on the display 32 until the known distance a to object
57 is displayed. The programmed data processor 34 may
then trigonometrically determine and Store the associated
elevation height (length of line 58), hence calibrating the
device for that height.
For the case of the triangle formed between the archer 52,
target 54, and base point 56 comprising a non-right triangle
(as illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 5), the value of one additional
parameter of the triangle must be known before the remain
ing leg(s) andor angle(s) of the triangle may be determined
using the trigonometric law of Sines and cosines.
The programmed data processor 34 may also include a
Subroutine for calibrating the rangefinder for non-level
ground operation (as is the case in FIGS. 4 and 5) where the
triangle created between the archer 52, the target 54, and the
base point 56 is not a right triangle. With reference to FIGS.
4 and 5, in this subroutine, the elevation height (length of
line 58) is set by indexing through preprogrammed values by
actuating Switch 33. In addition, the user must measure the
distance a from the base point 56 to an object 57 in the near
proximity of the shooting area, and enter this value into the
device by indexing through preprogrammed values in much
the same way as was used to enter the elevation height. Upon
reaching the point of elevation, the archer 52 then aims the
rangefinder at the object of known distance, hence allowing
the angle Sensitive transducer 36 to measure the angle B and
provide this angle information to the programmed data
processor 34. Switch 33 is then actuated to complete cali
bration. The programmed data processor then uses trigo
nometry to calculate the ground angle (p made between line

8
Further, Since the angle (p, which corresponds to the ground
angle, is constant, the following relationship is obtained by
combining the above equations:

where f3-3 is a constant. Thus, with this second indepen
dent relationship for the angles C and C, these values can
be mathematically determined. Once the angles C and C.
are known, the calibration value for the elevation height 58
and the calibration value for the ground angle (p may be
computed from the equations described above. An illustra
tive calibration Subroutine which may be programmed into
the programmed data processor 34 to accomplish the above
15

bow 22 at the target 54, an angle B is formed and is
determined by the angle sensitive transducer 36. Since now
both angles B and (p are known, the angle C is determined by
the relationship:
25

and the distance (length of line 64), to the target follows by
application of the law of Sines:
Length of Line 64 =

40

along the ground between a base point and the target (length
of line 64), the critical distance is the horizontal component
of the distance illustrated by the length of line 64. With
reference to FIG. 4, the horizontal component is illustrated
as the length of line 66 which forms a part of a right triangle
attached to the triangle formed between the archer 52, the
target 54, and the base point 56. The line 64 is shared by both
triangles. To solve for the length of line 66, it is first
recognized that:

45

and that:

5, the elevation height 58 of the archer 52 remains constant.
Accordingly, by application of the law of Sines, the elevation
height 58 may be expressed as:

sin6 =
50

a sinc
a2SinG2
= elevation height =
sinf3
sinf32

Length of Line 66
Length of Line 64

Accordingly, the length of line 66 is given by the equation:
55

Length of Line 66=(Length of Line 64) sin (p=(Length of Line 64)
sin (180-p)

which leads to a final expression for the horizontal compo
nent of distance to the target:
60

Length of Line 66 =

B+p--C=180
and

(Length of Line 58)sinf3
sin(180 - £8- (5)

While these relationships provide the user with the distance
35

the vertical line 58 and lines 63 and 65. As illustrated in FIG.

From this equation, it is evident that since a, a, f, and B
are knowns, this equation relates the angles C and C to
each other and will provide the desired value of elevation
height once either of these angles is known. In order to Solve
for the unknown angles C and C, another independent
relationship must be provided.
Because the Sum of the angles of any triangle must be
180, it is known that:

With the values of the elevation height 58 and the ground
angle (p known, rangefinding can now be performed on any
target along the sloped ground. With reference to FIG. 4,

assume that a target 54 is at Some arbitrary distance (length
of line 64) away from the archer 52. As the archer aims the

58 and line 64, which is a constant. An alternative Subroutine

may be employed to calibrate the rangefinding device for
non-level ground operation based on the provision of two
calibration data points of known distance. With reference to
FIG. 5, this is conceptually illustrated where two triangles
are created that share a common leg line 58 and a common
angle (p. The first object of known distance is object 57
which is positioned a distance a from the base point 56.
Likewise, the second object of known distance is object 59
located a distance as away from the base point 56. An angle
C is formed between the ground line 64 and the line of sight
63 between the archer 52 and the object 57. Likewise, an
angle C is formed between the ground line 64 and the line
of sight 65 between the archer 52 and the object 59.
Similarly, angles B and B are respectively formed between

described calibration is shown in FIGS. 6 and 7.

65

(Length of Line 58)sinf3sin(180 - (i)
sin(180 - £8- (5)

It should be noted that alternative equations may be derived
to calculate the same horizontal component of distance.
However, whatever the Specific derivation used to compute
the desired result, the fundamental methodology is the Same.
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To permit the archer to perform rangefinding operations in
different units of measure, the programmed data processor is
also programmed with a Subroutine which converts input

The programmed data processor 34 may also be pro
grammed with a Subroutine to Store the above-described
calibration constants in non-volatile memory. For right tri

angle rangefinding (e.g., tree Stand hunting on level ground),

as discussed above, the only constant Stored is the value of

calibration distances and calculated distances into various
5

the elevation height (length of line 58). For non-right
triangle rangefinding (e.g., tree Stand hunting on sloped
ground as illustrated in FIGS. 4 and 5), the value of the
elevation height (length of line 58) and the value of angle (p
are Stored by the programmed data processor 34. The
subroutine may further provide for the allowance of multiple

calibrations to be stored so that the user will not have to

recalibrate whenever moving between elevated positions.
The angle Sensitive transducer 36 produces Voltage levels
which correspond to the angle detected by the transducer 36.
Accordingly, an additional Subroutine with which the pro
grammed data processor 34 may be programmed, reads the
Voltage of the angle Sensitive transducer 36 and correlates
that Voltage to the angle needed to complete the rangefinding
operation. The angle needed to determine the target range
may be the angle C. or the angle B as illustrated in FIG. 4
depending on the method of trigonometric calculation pro
grammed into the programmed data processor 34. This
Subroutine may also determine the appropriate trigonometric
constant for that angle.
It is also advantageous to provide the programmed data
processor with a Subroutine which averages the calculated

15
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distance (or the calculated horizontal distance) to the target

over a period of time between display updates So as to
minimize fluctuation of the displayed reading and to
increase overall accuracy and repeatability.
Another Subroutine with which the programmed data
processor 34 may be provided decodes the calculated value

of the horizontal distance to the target (length of line 66) and

drives the display 32 to show the calculated horizontal
distance to the target in a format readable by the user, Such

35

as in a numerical format.

Still another subroutine with which the programmed data
processor 34 may be advantageously programmed is one
which drives the display 32 to display the calibrated value of

40

elevation height (length of line 58) input from Switch 33,

adjustment knob 31, or both.
Yet another subroutine with which the programmed data
processor 34 may be programmed is one which drives the
display 32 to show the mode of operation, namely whether
the programmed data processor is in calibration mode or in

With reference now to FIGS. 1-3 and 8-11, an additional

45

normal mode.

AS discussed above, it is desirable for the programmed
data processor 34 to monitor the activity of the angle
sensitive transducer 36 to determine when the rangefinder 20
should be energized. Accordingly, the programmed data
processor 34 may be advantageously programmed with a
Subroutine which monitors the activity of the angle Sensitive
transducer 36 and which Selectively energizes the circuits
and components of the rangefinder 20 according to the
activity of the angle Sensitive transducer by Selectively

50
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biasing the Switching circuit 50 (FIG. 3).
It is also desirable to illuminate the display 32 by a
backlighting device 34 driven by the programmed data
processor 34 when the amount of light measured by the
ambient light sensor 38 falls below a predetermined point.
Thus, it is desirable that the programmed data processor 34
be programmed with a Subroutine which monitors the
amount of light measured by the ambient light sensor 38 and
biases a Switching circuit 42 to Selectively illuminate the
backlighting device 40 according to the amount of ambient
light measured by the ambient light sensor 38.

units of measure, Such as: yards, meters, or paces.
In operation, the user 52 ascends to the point of elevation
from which he or she will be using the rangefinding device
20. The rangefinding device 20 is operated by first calibrat
ing it as described above, depending on the slope of the
ground present, that is, flat or inclined. The calibration
information for this particular elevation is then Stored in the
programmed data processor and hence no further
calibration, for future operation at this site, is needed. After
calibration, the user Simply aims at the target 54, causing the
bow-mounted or otherwise held rangefinder 20 to rotate
about a horizontal axis. The angle Sensitive transducer 36
Sends a Substantially continuous signal to the programmed
data processor 34 which is then correlated by the pro
grammed data processor to the appropriate angle and trigo
nometric ratio needed to calculate the distance to the target,
depending on the program as described above.
The programmed data processor 34 next determines the
distance to the target based on the measured angle.
Additionally, the programmed data processor 34 averages
distance values over a brief period of time and drives the
display 32 to Show the range in a format readable by the user,
Such as a numerical format. The units of measure being used,
Such as yards, meters, or paces, may also be shown on the
display 32. Alternate modes of operation, Such as display of
height instead of horizontal distance to the target can be
employed at any time by enabling Such modes by actuating
Switch 33. The rangefinding device continually monitors the
activity of the angle Sensitive transducer 36 to control the
powering of the device, de-energizing the device after a
predetermined period of inactivity and energizing the device
immediately upon resumption of transducer activity.
Alternatively, a separate transducer to control the Selective
powering of the rangefinder 20 may be used to optimize the
battery life of the battery 46, especially if the angle sensitive
transducer 36 has a high current drain.

60
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feature of the present invention will now be described,
namely an electro-mechanical linear positioning mechanism
80 which is used to locate a sight indicator to a predefined
point. The exact location of this point may be predetermined
based upon shot conditions, Such as range and arrow Veloc
ity. AS illustrated, the electro-mechanical positioning
mechanism 80 is illustrated as comprising a housing 82. The
housing 82 is shown as being rigidly affixed to an archery
bow 142 by a substantially L-shaped bracket 84.
The L-shaped bracket 84 is illustrated in FIG. 8 as
comprising two Substantially perpendicularly oriented por
tions 86 and 88. Portion 88 of the L-shaped member 84 is
rigidly affixed by any Suitable manner to an exterior Surface
90 of the housing 82. Portion 86 of the L-shaped bracket 84
is illustrated as extending Substantially perpendicularly from
portion 88. To assist in Securing the electro-mechanical
positioning system 80 to an archery bow 142, apertures 90
are formed in the L-shaped bracket portion 86 to permit the
L-shaped bracket portion to be Securely fastened to a con
ventional archery bow 83 via fasteners 92 which extend
through the apertures 90 to rigidly affix the positioning
mechanism 80 to conventional apertures formed in the
archery bow 83.
Referring now to FIGS. 8 and 9, the electro-mechanical
positioning mechanism 80 is illustrated as comprising a
motor 94, Such as a stepper motor, and a threaded actuator
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shaft 96. The threaded actuator shaft 96 is secured within the

housing 82 by blocks 85 and 87. The blocks 85 and 87 are
rigidly affixed to the interior Surfaces 89 and 91 respectively
of the housing 82. As shown, a top end 95 of the shaft 96 is
Secured within block 85 and a bottom end 97 of the shaft 96

is secured within block 87. While blocks 85 and 87 may be
formed of a wide variety of Suitable materials, they are
preferably formed of plastic.
The motor 94 advantageously comprises a stepper motor
having the ability to drive its center shaft to incremental,
linear positions along the axis of the threaded actuator shaft
96 with a repeatability on the order of 0.001 inch. Thus, the
Stepper motor allows for infinitely variable adjustments
within the limits of shaft 96. Stepper motors are particularly
Suitable for use as motor 94 because, unlike analog AC or
DC motors, they rotate in discreet increments when pro
Vided with electrical impulses from a controlling circuit.
Thus, by controlling the number of applied electrical pulses,
exceptional repeatability of motion is attained. To achieve
good repeatability and resolution it is desirable to employ a
Stepper motor capable of fractional degrees of rotation per
electrical pulse. A Stepper motor having a resolution on the
order of approximately 0.0004 inches is satisfactory.
To control the position of the motor 94 along the threaded
actuator shaft 96, still referring to FIGS. 8 and 9, a pro
grammed data processor 98, shown as being disposed on
circuit board 99, may be used to generate and track the
electrical pulses which drive the motor 94. Using a pro
grammatically defined “home’ position as a reference, the
programmed data processor 98 determines the number of
pulses needed to position the actuator at any one of various
predefined locations. Advantageously, the electro
mechanical positioning mechanism 80 has two modes of
operation, a “teach” mode and a “return” mode. When the
user completes the teach mode of operation, the pro
grammed data processor 98 is, in essence, being taught the
number of pulses from the “home” reference position nec
essary to move the motor 94 to various set positions. Then,
when the device is used in the return mode of operation, the
programmed data processor 98 compares the current loca
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cable end 126 which extends out from the reduced diameter
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tion of the motor 94 (by knowing the number of pulses at
which it stands from the reference) to the desired position.

The programmed data processor 98 then mathematically
computes the number of pulses needed to drive the motor 94
to its new location, along with the direction of travel needed,
and outputs the necessary electrical pulses to drive the motor
94 to that new position.
Control of the programmed data processor 98 may be
achieved by a series of input devices such as Switches 100,
102, 104, and 106. The input devices may alternatively
comprise a potentiometer. Preferably, the number of
Switches is minimized to simplify device operation. The
teach mode of operation is begun by actuating Switch 100
which programmatically defines the current Sight indicator
position as the “home” position. Then switch 102 is used to
manually actuate the positioning mechanism upward, while
Switch 104 manually activates the device downward. A yet
additional Switch 106 indicates to the programmed data
processor 98 that a desired position has been achieved, and
that position is stored for a defined shot condition. For
example, location Storage positions maybe included for
shots of 20, 25, 30, 35, and 40 yards. These shot distances
asSociated with the Storage locations are arbitrary, and could
easily be changed.
In the “return” mode of operation, actuation of Switches
100 and 102 toggles a programmed data processor 98
between Storage locations. To indicate the current Storage
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location to a user, a feedback device may be used. The
feedback device may comprise a display 32 (FIG. 1), such
a liquid crystal display, that displays the current yardage
location or may comprise any number of other conventional
displayS.
Switch 102 may indicate to the programmed data proces
sor 98 to move the sight indicator location downward, that
is, change the yardage to a higher value. Upon closure of this
Switch, the programmed data processor 98 positions the
motor 94 to the next higher position as previously defined.
Alternatively, Switch 100 could be used to index the sight
indicator to the next position upward, changing the yardage
location to a lower value. The programmed data processor
98 sends electrical pulses to the motor 94 via electrical
conduits 110.
In FIGS. 9 and 10, the housing 82 is illustrated as
comprising a rear wall 112 which has formed therein an
elongated aperture 114. A sight indicator 116 is illustrated as
extending through the elongated aperture 114 and being
connected to the stepper motor 94 by a coupler 118 which is
rigidly affixed to both the sight indicator 116 and the stepper
motor 94. In this configuration, the sight indicator 116 can
be selectively, and accurately moved, by the above
described upward and downward movement of the motor 94
along the actuator shaft 96.
As illustrated in FIG. 10, the sight indicator 116 is
illustrated as comprising a hollow tube 120 with a fiber optic
cable 122 disposed within the hollow tube 120. The hollow
tube 120 is also shown as comprising a reduced diameter end
124. The fiber optic cable 122 further comprises fiber optic
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end 124 of hollow tube 120. The end of the fiber optic cable
122 opposite the fiber optic cable end 126 is operatively
coupled with a light emitting diode 128, which advanta
geously comprises a multi-color light emitting diode. In this
configuration, illumination of the light emitting diode 128
illuminates the entire length of the fiber optic cable 122.
In operation, the sight indicator 116 provides the user with
a single point of light at fiber optic cable end 126 as a Sight.
In one embodiment, Switching circuitry causes the light
emitting diode 128 to glow one color, Such as red, while
motion is being imparted to the sight indicator 116 by the
motor 94. Alternately, the Switching circuit causes the light
emitting diode to glow a Second color, Such as green, when
the motion of the motor 94 has ceased and the sight indicator
116 is properly positioned. The changing color of the light
emitted from the fiber optic cable end 126 permits the user
to know that when fiber optic cable end 126 is one color,
Such as red, the positioning operation is still in progreSS and
when fiber optic cable end 126 is illuminated by a second
color, Such as green, that the moving operation of the Sight
indicator is complete and the Sight indicator is properly
positioned. While colors red and green may be used as light
emitting diode colors as described above, Virtually any Set of
colors could be effectively employed.
Additionally, the electro-mechanical positioning mecha
nism 80 may be used together with the rangefinding device
20 illustrated in FIGS. 1 and 2. As shown in FIGS. 1 and 2,

the electro-mechanical positioning mechanism 80 is rigidly
affixed to the archery bow 22. In this configuration, the
60

motor 94 (FIGS. 8 and 9) may be driven by either pro

grammed data processor 34 or programmed data processor
98. Thus, the linear position of the sight indicator 116 may
either be manually controlled by the user's selective acti
vation of the Switches 100, 102, 104, and 106 as discussed
65

above or it can be automatically controlled by the pro

grammed data processor 32 (FIG. 3) according to its range
calculations.
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The circuit board 99 is illustrated as being connected to a
battery 109 by electrical conduits 111. The battery 109
provides power to the device 80. Additionally, the light
emitting diode 128 is illustrated as being coupled with the
programmed data processor 98 via electrical conduits 107
and the circuit board 99.

FIGS. 11-13 show yet another alternative embodiment of
the present invention, namely, a rangefinder 140 which
employs a point-to-point measuring device. FIG. 11 shows
the rangefinder 140 mounted to an archery bow 142.
Advantageously, the rangefinder 140 is mounted on the
archery bow 142 such that the rangefinder 140 will be
oriented Substantially parallel to a horizontal plane when the
archery bow 142 is aimed parallel to level ground. The
rangefinder 140 is shown as comprising a housing 144
rigidly connected with mounting plate 146. The mounting
plate 146 comprises a plurality of apertures 148 formed
therethrough to facilitate the mounting of the rangefinder
140 to archery bow 142. While the mounting plate 146 is
illustrated as being fastened to the archery bow 142 by
screws 150, other fasteners, such as bolts, hook and loop
fasteners, or the like may also be effectively employed.
The rangefinder 140 further comprises a display 152
disposed on a front surface 151 of the rangefinder 140.
Advantageously, the display 152 comprises a conventional
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liquid crystal display (LCD) and is used to display infor
mation to the user. As an input device, Switch 153 is shown
as protruding from the front surface 151.
To provide point-to-point distance measurements, a point
to-point measuring device 154, Such as a laser point-to-point
measuring device, is affixed to the housing top Surface 156.
Although the point-to-point measuring device 154 is shown
as being affixed to the housing top Surface, the point-to-point
measuring device 154 may be effectively mounted in a
variety of locations. AS shown, the point-to-point measuring
device 154 further comprises an input device Such as actu
ating Switch 158 which may be used to selectively actuate
the point-to-point measuring device 154.
With reference to FIG. 12, the rangefinding device 140 is
further illustrated as comprising a programmed data proces
Sor 159, which preferably comprises a microprocessor,
operatively coupled with an angle Sensitive transducer 160
and the point-to-point measuring device 154. The pro
grammed data processor 159 is Suitably programmed to
perform trigonometric calculations based on angle depen
dent signals from the angle Sensitive transducer 160 and
point-to-point distance dependent Signals from the measur
ing device 154. Both the angle sensitive transducer 160 and
the programmed data processor 159 are secured within the

housing 144 (FIG. 11). As illustrated, the display 152 is

operatively coupled with the programmed data processor
158 which is programmed to drive the display 152.
The rangefinder 140 may also advantageously comprise
an ambient light Sensor 162, a backlighting device 164, a
voltage regulator 168, and a Switching circuit 166. The
backlighting device 164, the ambient light sensor 162, the
voltage regulator 168, and the Switching circuit 166 are
identical to and configured identically with the backlighting
device 40, the Voltage regulator 44, the Switching circuit 42,
and the ambient light sensor 38 described above in connec
tion with FIG. 2. Likewise, battery 170, voltage regulator
172, Switching circuit 174, Switch 176, and angle sensitive
transducer 160 are also identical to the battery 46, voltage
regulator 48, Switching circuit 50, Switch 33, and the angle
sensitive transducer 36 described above in connection with

FIG. 2. Additionally, the programmed data processor 159
may also contain the Subroutines described in connection
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with the programmed data processor 34 described in con
nection with FIG. 2.
Additionally, the rangefinder 140 may be advantageously
used in concert with the electro-mechanical positioning
mechanism 80 previously described in connection with
FIGS. 8-10. As shown in FIG. 11, the electro-mechanical
positioning mechanism 80 is rigidly affixed to the bow 142.
In this embodiment, the electro-mechanical positioning
mechanism motor 94 (FIGS. 8 and 9) is operatively coupled
with, and driven by, the programmed data processor 159.
FIG. 13 illustrates a sequence of operation that may be
effectively employed by the programmed data processor
159. First, to commence the rangefinding operation, Switch
151 is actuated by the user, which actuation is received by
the programmed data processor 159. Next, the programmed
data processor 159 drives the light emitting diode 128 of the
electro-mechanical positioning mechanism 80 to a particular
color, Such as red, to indicate to user that the Sight indicator
position is being adjusted. The programmed data processor
159 then initiates the point-to-point distance measurement
by driving the point-to-point measuring device 154, which
may comprise a laser point-to-point measuring device, to
obtain the point-to-point distance to the target and to return
that distance to the programmed data processor 159. With
the point-to-point distance determined, the programmed data
processor next acquires elevation angle information from the
angle sensor 160. With the point-to-point distance and the
elevation angle information, the programmed data processor
158 then computes the horizontal distance to the target using
trigonometric relationships.
Once the horizontal distance to the target calculated, the
programmed data processor 159 drives the display 152 to
display the horizontal distance to the target for the user.
Then, the programmed data processor 159 computes a
bow tilt angle which is the necessary tilt angle of the bow
142 necessary to compensate for the drop of an arrow due to
gravity as it is shot from a bow to a target using a math
ematical arrow flight trajectory model (with reference to
FIGS. 14-16), such as:
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In this mathematical model, the value of y is Set to Zero,
the magnitude of the initial arrow Velocity v is a preset
constant, and the programmed data processor calculates the
tilt angle 2 using the arrow flight trajectory model above.
Once the tilt angle ) is calculated, the programmed data
processor 159 calculates the appropriate position of the Sight
indicator of the electro-mechanical positioning mechanism
80 so that when the sight indicator is aligned with the target,
the archer's bow will be angled relative to the line of sight
to the target at the necessary bow tilt angle. With the proper
position of the Sight indicator determined, the programmed
data processor 159 drives the electro-mechanism positioning
mechanism 80 to properly locate the sight indicator. Once
the Sight indicator is properly positioned, the programmed
data processor 159 drives the light emitting diode 128 of the
electro-mechanical positioning mechanism 80 to another
color, Such as green to indicate to the user that the Sight
indicator is properly positioned for a given shot. This Step
marks the end of the programmed data processor Sequence.
Prior to operation of the rangefinder 140, certain measures
must be done to calibrate the device 140. As was pointed out

above, the velocity (v) of the arrow leaving the bow 142 is
a parameter that needs to be considered in determining

arrow trajectory. While the velocity (v) of the arrow leaving
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the bow could easily be measured and directly input to the
programmed data processor 150, in the present embodiment
this parameter is determined programmatically. To calibrate
the System, the programmed data processor 159 cycles
through a Series of “internal” compensating ranges Such as:
20 yards, 30 yards, and 40 yards. The switches 100–106
allow the user to move the sight indicator 116 up and down.
The user then fires practice shots with the archery bow 142.
When the user is satisfied that the indicator is correctly
positioned for the internal compensating ranges, another
Switch actuation “teaches' the programmed data processor
159 that the indicator 116 is in the correct position for that
range. Thereafter, the programmed data processor 159 com
putes what the velocity of the arrow must be, based on the
above-described mathematical arrow trajectory model. This
Sequence is then repeated for the other internal compensat
ing ranges, thus providing the programmed data processor
159 with a total of three initial velocity calculations.
Although these three velocities should be substantially the
Same, Some variation may be expected. Accordingly, an
average Velocity based on the three calculated Velocities is
then computed and Stored in memory, to calibrate the device

tance to the target based upon a point-to-point distance
measurement and the angle detected by the angle Sensitive
transducer 210. While the display 180 is illustrated as having
a number of horizontal and vertical lines visible, this is for

illustrative purposes only. At any given time, only one Set of
horizontal 184 and vertical 182 lines are visible.
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current wind conditions, or both.

for use.

A yet additional embodiment of the present invention,
rangefinder 179, is illustrated in FIGS. 17 and 18. This
embodiment is similar to the previously described embodi
ment illustrated in FIGS. 11-13, but rather than utilizing an
electro-mechanical Sight positioning mechanism, this
embodiment uses a liquid crystal display 180 which has the
capability of making visible one of a plurality of Vertical
lines 182 and one of a plurality of horizontal lines 184 to
produce a movable croSS hair sight. AS illustrated, other
information may also be displayed on liquid crystal display
180 such as distance to the target information 186 and wind
direction information 188.

As illustrated in FIG. 17, the display 180 is shown as
being rectangular and comprising a rigid extension member
190 which permits the display 180 to be rigidly mounted on
archery bow 192. With reference now to FIG. 18, a circuit
diagram similar to that illustrated in FIG. 12 which shows
the various components of the rangefinder 179 is provided.
The rangefinder 179 is illustrated as comprising a display
194, a backlighting device 196, a voltage regulator 198, a
Switching circuit 200, and a programmed data processor
202. The display 194, backlighting device 196, voltage
regulator 198, and Switching circuit 200 are identical to and
configured identically as the display 152, backlighting
device 164, voltage regulator 168, and Switching circuit 166
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FIGS. 19 and 20 show yet another alternative embodi
ment of the present invention, namely a hand-held
rangefinder 220. As shown in FIG. 19, the hand-held
rangefinder 220 comprises a housing 222 which comprises
a front Surface 224, a top Surface 226, and two Side Surfaces
228 and 230. AS Shown, a point-to-point measuring device
232 is disposed on the housing front Surface 224. The
point-to-point measuring device 232 may comprise a laser
point-to-point measuring device. Additionally, the housing
front Surface further comprises two lenses 234 which permit
the user to focus on a target. The lenses 234 are illustrated
as having cylindrical lens protectorS 236 formed around the
lenses to protect them from being Scratched or otherwise
damaged. Eye pieces 237 are provided to permit the user to
conveniently align their eyes with the lenses 234. A Strap
238 is illustrated as being fastened to the housing 222 by
fastener 240 to facilitate carrying the hand-held rangefinder
220. Lastly, to actuate the rangefinder 232, a Switch 242 is
provided on the housing top Surface 226.
FIG. 20 illustrates a circuit diagram of the hand-held
rangefinder 220. AS illustrated, the internal circuitry and
components of the hand-held rangefinder 220 is similar to
that illustrated in FIG. 12 except the circuitry and compo
nents of FIG. 17 do not include an electro-mechanical

positioning mechanism analogous to the electro-mechanical
positioning mechanism 80 illustrated in FIG. 12. The
remainder of the components of the internal circuitry illus
45

of the above-described rangefinder 140 (FIG. 12). Likewise,

Switching circuit 204, battery 206, ambient light sensor 208,
angle Sensitive transducer 210, and Voltage regulator 212 are
identical to and configured identically with the Switching
circuit 174, battery 170, ambient light sensor 208, angle
sensitive transducer 160, and voltage regulator 172 of the
rangefinder 140 illustrated in FIG. 12. Additionally, a point
to-point measuring device 214, which may comprise a laser
point-to-point measuring device, and Windage Sensor 216
are operatively coupled with the programmed data processor
202 to provide point-to-point distance information and
windage information to the programmed data processor 202.
Lastly, a Switch 218 is provided. As shown, the display 180
is operatively coupled with the programmed data processor
202 programmed to display information and croSS hairs on
the display 180.
In operation, in a manner identical to the manner of
operation of the rangefinder 140 discussed above, the pro
grammed data processor 202 calculates the horizontal dis

Specifically, the horizontal line visible would be determined
by the programmed data processor 202 according to the
horizontal distance to the target calculated by the pro
grammed data processor 202. The vertical line visible would
be determined by the programmed data processor based on
the readings of the windage Sensor 216 which are received
by the programmed data processor 202. By selectively
making visible a set of horizontal and Vertical lines on the
display 180, a movable set of cross hairs is provided which
move according to the horizontal distance to the target,
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trated in FIG. 17 are identical to those of FIG. 12.

Specifically, the internal circuitry and components of the
hand-held rangefinder 220 are illustrated as comprising a
programmed data processor 244, a Switch 242, a point-to
point measuring device 232, an angle Sensitive transducer
246, a voltage regulator 248, an ambient light sensor 250, a
Switching circuit 252, battery 254, Switching circuit 256,
voltage regulator 258, backlighting device 260, and display
262. These components are identical to and are configured
identically with analogous component Switch 151, pro
grammed data processor 159, angle Sensitive transducer 160,
Voltage regulator 172, ambient light Sensor 162, point-to
point measuring device 154, Switching circuit 174, battery
170, Switching circuit 166, voltage regulator 168, backlight
ing device 164, and display 152 of the rangefinding device
140 described above in connection with FIG. 12.

In operation, the hand-held rangefinder 220 is positioned
in front of a user's eyes So that the user can conveniently
look through the lenses 234 and focus upon a target. Then,
the user actuates the point-to-point measuring device 232 by
actuating Switch 242. The programmed data processor 244
then reads the measured point-to-point distance measured by
the device 232 and the angle measured by the angle Sensitive
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transducer 246 and computes, using the above-described
trigonometric relationships, the horizontal component of the
distance to the target. Once the horizontal component of the
distance to the target is calculated by the programmed data
processor 244, the programmed data processor drives an
internal display 262 to display to the user the horizontal
component of the distance to the target. Then, the user may
remove the rangefinder 220 from in front of his eyes and
proceed to aim his archery bow at the target in accordance
with the calculated horizontal component of distance to the

described above. The programmed data processor 159 con
trols the vertical positioning of the Sighting device by
Sending electrical pulses to the motor 266 via electrical
conduits 298 and connector 300. Thus, the programmed data
processor 159 computes the distance to a target and then
drives the motor 266 to move the belt 272 which, in turn,

properly positions the Sight indicator 284.
To provide the user with a single point of light, a fiber
optic cable 302 is positioned within the sighting device 284.

A light emitting diode 304 (FIG. 22) is shown as being

target.

FIGS. 12 and 21-23 show an alternative embodiment of

the present invention. Specifically, this embodiment shows a
belt/pulley electro-mechanical Sight indicator positioning
mechanism 264. The sight indicator mechanism 264 is
illustrated as generally comprising a motor 266 coupled with
a driving pulley 268, a driven pulley 270, and a belt 272 with
a sight indicator 284 coupled to the belt. While various
motors can be effectively employed, motor 266 advanta
geously comprises a Stepper motor with a Speed-reducing
gearhead.
The driving pulley 268, the driven pulley 270, and the belt
272 are mounted within an actuator housing 273 and are
covered by housing cover 314. The driving pulley 268 and
the driven pulley 270 are mounted on a housing rear wall
274 in an essentially vertical relationship. The belt 272 is
positioned over both pulleys so that the rotation of the
driving pulley 268 transfers rotational movement to the
driven pulley 270. To reduce loss due to friction, the driven
pulley 270 is mounted on a bearing 276 so that it is free to
rotate about its axis. Hence, the rotation of the driving pulley
268 causes the belt 272 to move, providing a region of linear
motion Over a range approximately equal to the center-to
center distance between the pulleys 268 and 270.
While the belt 272 may be formed of a variety of materials
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310 and 312 formed in the bracket 308. The motor 266 is

coupled with a programmed data processor 159 (FIG. 12),
via electrical conduits 298 and connector 300. A light
emitting diode 304 is also electrically coupled with the

programmed data processor 159 (FIG. 12), by electrical
35

(Such as rubber or plastic), in order to minimize the elon

gation of the belt under StreSS, the belt is advantageously
made of a composite material. Additionally, to reduce Slip
ping between the belt 272 and the pulleys 268 and 270, the
belt 272 may comprise a timing belt having teeth 278 which
fit into driving pulley grooves 280 and driven pulley grooves

40

282.

A sight indicator 284 is coupled to the belt 272 via a
bearing block 286. The bearing block 286 may be attached
to the belt 272 by adhesion, by a fastener 288, or both. The
sight indicator 284 is carried by and extends outwardly from
the bearing block 286. The sight indicator 284 is configured
identically as the sight indicator 116 described above in

such as the programmed data processor 159 (FIG. 12)

conduits 306. In this configuration, the vertical position of
the sighting device 284 may be controlled by the pro
grammed data processor by causing the motor to position the
belt 272 at the desired location. Similarly, the programmed
data processor causes the fiber optic cable 302 to be selec
tively illuminated by Selectively illuminating the light emit
ting diode 304 by passing the appropriate Signals through
electrical conduits 306.

In compliance with the Statute, the invention has been
described in language more or leSS Specific as to Structural
and methodical features. It is to be understood, however, that

the invention is not limited to the Specific features shown
45

connection with FIG. 10.

To assist in guiding the bearing block 286 vertically as the
belt 272 moves around the pulleys 268 and 270, vertical rods
290 and 292 are provided which pass through apertures 294
and 296 formed in the bearing block. The apertures 294 and
296 are spaced and sized in a way as to permit free
movement of the block along the vertical rods 290 and 292.
The vertical rods 290 and 292 are mounted substantially
parallel to each other in a vertical orientation and are
Separated by a distance adequate to provide counter rota
tional torque and bearing loads for movements other than
that desired along the vertical line of intended motion. While
the rods 290 and 292 may be formed of a wide variety of
materials, they are advantageously formed of aluminum or
Stainless Steel. Thus, in this configuration, the Sight indicator
284 moves vertically along the rods 290 and 292 in accor
dance with the position of the belt 272.
In operation, the motor 266 is driven by a motor controller

positioned within the bearing block 286 and adjacent to the
fiber optic cable 302 to selectively illuminate the fiber optic
cable. The light emitting diode 304 is driven by programmed
data processor 159 via electrical conduits 306.
A mounting bracket 308 is illustrated as being rigidly
affixed to the housing rear wall 274 to facilitate mounting the
electro-mechanical positioning mechanism 264 on an
archery bow. Specifically, the mounting bracket 308 is
rigidly attached in Substantially perpendicular relationship
with the rear wall 274. To assist in Securing the positioning
device 264 to a conventional archery bow, apertures 310 and
312 are formed in the mounting bracket 308. To mount the
electro-mechanical positioning device 264 on a conven
tional archery bow, fasteners are passed through apertures
310 and 312 and are connected with conventional apertures
formed in the archery bow.
In operation, the Sight positioning System 264 is mounted
on an archery bow by passing fasteners through apertures
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and described, Since the embodiments herein disclosed

comprise preferred forms of putting the invention into effect.
The invention is, therefore, claimed in any of its forms or
modifications within the proper Scope of the appended
claims appropriately interpreted in accordance with the
doctrine of equivalents.
What is claimed is:

1. A rangefinder apparatus for determining a target dis
tance from a shooter of an implement used to cast a
projectile to a target at which the projectile is directed,
comprising:
a housing:
a Sensor coupled to the housing, the Sensor measuring an
elevation angle of the housing;
a programmed data processor operatively coupled to the
Sensor, the data processor performing trigonometric
calculations based on the measured elevation angle to
calculate a distance to a target.
2. A rangefinder apparatus according to claim 1 wherein
the Sensor produces an elevation angle Voltage, the elevation
angle Voltage being proportional to the elevation angle.
3. A rangefinder apparatus according to claim 1, further
comprising a liquid crystal display operatively coupled with
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the programmed data processor to display the horizontal
distance from the user to the target as calculated by the
programmed data processor.
4. A rangefinder apparatus according to claim 1, further
comprising:
a liquid crystal display operatively coupled with the
programmed data processor to display the horizontal
distance to the target as calculated by the programmed
data processor,
a backlighting device operatively coupled to the liquid
crystal display to facilitate viewing the display in low
light conditions.
5. A rangefinder apparatus according to claim 1, further
comprising:
a liquid crystal display operatively coupled with the
programmed data processor to display the horizontal
distance to the target as calculated by the programmed
data processor,
a backlighting device operatively coupled with the display
to facilitate viewing the display in low light conditions,
an ambient light Sensor operatively coupled to the pro
grammed data processor to measure an amount of
ambient light;
the programmed data processor being programmed to
monitor the amount of ambient light measured by the
ambient light Sensor and to Selectively energize the
backlighting device based on the amount of ambient
light measured by the ambient light Sensor.
6. A rangefinder apparatus according to claim 1, further
comprising at least one input device coupled with the
programmed data processor for providing input to the pro
grammed data processor.
7. A rangefinder apparatus according to claim 1 wherein
the elevation angle comprises the angle formed between a
line of Sight between the housing and the target and a
reference axis.

8. A rangefinder apparatus according to claim 1, further
comprising:

20
the programmed data processor being programmed to
correlate the elevation angle Voltage to an elevation
angle for calculating the distance to the target.
14. A rangefinder apparatus according to claim 1, further
5 comprising:
the Sensor producing an elevation angle Voltage, the
elevation angle Voltage being proportional to the eleva
tion angle;
the programmed data processor being programmed to
1O

read the elevation angle Voltage;

the programmed data processor being programmed to
correlate the elevation angle Voltage to an elevation
angle,
15 the programmed data processor being programmed to
convert the elevation angle to an inclination angle, the
inclination angle being the compliment angle to the
elevation angle, to calculate the distance to the target.
15. A rangefinder apparatus according to claim 1, further
20 comprising:
a liquid crystal display coupled to the programmed data
processor to display readings corresponding to the
distance to a target as calculated by the programmed
data processor,
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the programmed data processor being programmed to
average the display readings over a period of time to
reduce fluctuation of the display readings.
16. A rangefinder apparatus according to claim 1 wherein
the programmed data processor calculates a horizontal dis

30 tance value, further comprising:
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a liquid crystal display coupled to the data processor;
the programmed data processor being programmed to
decode the horizontal distance value calculated by the
programmed data processor,

the programmed data processor being programmed to
drive the liquid crystal display to display a decoded
distance value.

17. A rangefinder according to claim 1, further compris
a bow;
40 ing:
a sight indicator coupled to the bow;
a point-to-point distance measuring device operatively
the housing being Secured to the bow, the Sensor and the
coupled with the programmed data processor to mea
programmed data processor being disposed within the
Sure a point-to-point distance to the target;
housing.
the
programmed data processor being programmed to
9. A rangefinder apparatus according to claim 1, further 45
obtain
the point-to-point distance measurement to the
comprising:
target
from
the point-to-point measuring device;
a power Source;
the
programmed
data processor being programmed to
a Voltage regulator electrically positioned between the
calculate
the
horizontal
distance to the target based on
power Source and the Sensor.
the elevation angle and the point-to-point distance
10. A rangefinder apparatus according to claim 1 wherein 50
measurement.
the programmed data processor is programmed to calibrate
18. A rangefinder according to claim 1, further compris
the apparatus for Substantially level ground operation.
11. A rangefinder apparatus according to claim 1 wherein ing:
a laser point-to-point distance measuring device opera
the programmed data processor is programmed to calibrate
tively coupled with the programmed data processor to
the apparatus for inclined ground operation.
55
measure a point-to-point distance to the target;
12. A rangefinder apparatus according to claim 1 wherein
the programmed data processor being programmed to
the programmed data processor is programmed to Store
obtain the laser point-to-point distance to the target
calibration constants to be used by the programmed data
from the point-to-point measuring device;
processor in determining the distance from the user to the
target.
the programmed data processor being programmed to
60
13. A rangefinder apparatus according to claim 1, further
calculate the horizontal distance to the target based on
comprising:
the elevation angle and the laser point-to-point dis
tance,
the Sensor producing an elevation angle Voltage, the
elevation angle Voltage being proportional to the eleva
a display driven by the programmed data processor to
tion angle;
65
display the calculated horizontal distance to the target.
the programmed data processor being programmed to
19. A rangefinder according to claim 1 wherein the
programmed data processor is programmed to calculate a tilt
read the elevation angle Voltage;
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angle, the tilt angle comprising the angle formed between
the line of Sight between a user and the target and a release
line, the release line being the line along which a projectile
must be released at a given Velocity in order to hit the target.
20. A rangefinder according to claim 1, wherein the
rangefinder has a plurality of operating Statuses and further
comprises an indicator coupled to the programmed data
processor to indicate a current operating Status of the
rangefinder.
21. A rangefinder apparatus for determining a distance
from a user to a target, comprising:
a housing;
a Sensor coupled to the housing, the Sensor measuring an
elevation angle of the housing,
a programmed data processor operatively coupled to the
Sensor, the data processor performing trigonometric
calculations based on the measured elevation angle to
calculate a distance to a target;
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a bow;

at least one Sight indicator coupled to the bow, the Sight
indicator comprising:
a tube,

a fiber optic cable disposed within the tube;
a light emitting diode coupled with the fiber optic cable
to illuminate the fiber optic cable.
22. A rangefinder apparatus for determining a distance
from a user to a target, comprising:
a housing;
a Sensor coupled to the housing, the Sensor measuring an
elevation angle of the housing,
a programmed data processor operatively coupled to the
Sensor, the data processor perfonning trigonometric
calculations based on the measured elevation angle to
calculate a distance to a target:

25
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a bow;

at least one Sight indicator coupled to the bow, the Sight
indicator comprising:
a tube,

a fiber optic cable disposed within the tube;
a multi-color light emitting diode coupled with the fiber
optic cable to illuminate the fiber optic cable;
the programmed data processor being coupled to the light
emitting diode to Selectively illuminate the light emit
ting diode with different colors.
23. A rangefinder according to claim 1 wherein the
programmed data processor is programmed to convert the
calculated distance to the target into different units of
measurement.

24. A rangefinder according to claim 1 wherein the
programmed data processor is programmed to convert the
calculated distance to the target into a unit of measure
approximately equivalent to a user's individual paces.
25. A rangefinder according to claim 1 wherein the
programmed data processor comprises a microprocessor.
26. A method of determining a target distance from a
shooter of an implement used to cast a projectile to a target
at which the projectile is directed, comprising the Steps of:
providing a rangefinder comprising a programmed data
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proceSSOr,

measuring an elevation angle, the elevation angle being
formed between a reference axis and a line of Sight
between the rangefinder and a target;
operating the programmed data processor to calculate the
distance to the target based on the measured elevation
angle.
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27. A method of determining a distance to target accord
ing to claim 26, further comprising the Steps of
providing an angle Sensor coupled to the programmed
data processor which produces an elevation angle Volt
age proportional to the elevation angle;
operating the programmed data processor to detect the
elevation angle Voltage and correlate the elevation
angle Voltage to an elevation angle for calculating the
distance to the target.
28. A method of determining a distance to a target
according to claim 26, further comprising the Steps of:
providing a display coupled to the programmed data
processor to display the distance to the target as cal
culated by the programmed data processor,
operating the programmed data processor to drive the
display to display the distance to the target as calculated
by the programmed data processor.
29. A method of determining a distance to a target
according to claim 26, further comprising the Steps of:
providing the rangefinder with at least one input device
coupled to the programmed data processor,
providing a programned data processor comprising a
plurality of pre-programmed values Stored therein;
indexing through the pre-programmed values by actuating
the input device;
Storing one of the pre-programmed values as an elevation
height;
operating the programmed data processor to calculate the
distance the target based on the measured elevation
angle and the Stored elevation height.
30. A method of determining a distance to a target
according to claim 26, further comprising the Steps of:
providing at least one input device coupled to the pro
grammed data processor;
providing a display coupled to the programmed data
processor, the display comprising a reading thereon;
obtaining a distance from a base point to an object in the
vicinity of a shooting area, the base point comprising a
point on the ground directly below the user;
orienting the rangefinder Such that it is aimed at the object
in the vicinity of the shooting area;
actuating the input device to change the reading on the
display until the obtained distance is displayed;
calculating an elevation height based on the obtained
distance and the elevation angle,
Storing the elevation height in the programmed data
proceSSOr,

operating the programmed data processor to calculate the
distance to a target based on the measured elevation
angle and the Stored elevation height.
31. A method of determining a distance to a target
according to claim 26, further comprising the Steps of:
providing at least one input device coupled to the pro
grammed data processor;
providing a display coupled to the programmed data
processor, the display comprising a reading thereon;
obtaining a distance from a base point to an object in the
vicinity of a shooting area, the base point being the
point on the ground directly below the user;
orienting the rangefinder Such that it is aimed near the
object in the vicinity of the shooting area;
actuating the input device to change the reading on the
display until the obtained distance is displayed;
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calculating an inclination angle based on the obtained
distance, the inclination angle being the angle formed
between a vertical axis and a line between the base

point and the target;
Storing the inclination angle in the programmed data
proceSSOr,

operating the programmed data processor to calculate the
distance to the target based on the inclination angle.
32. A method of determining a distance to a target
according to claim 26, further comprising the Steps of:
calculating the calculated distance on a continual basis,
providing a display coupled to the programmed data
processor, the display displaying the calculated dis
tance thereon;

averaging the calculated distances over a period of time to
reduce fluctuations of the distance displayed on the
display.
33. A method of determining a distance to a target
according to claim 26, further comprising the Steps of:
providing a display coupled to the programmed data
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proceSSOr,

proceSSOr,

decoding the calculated horizontal distance value;
driving the display to numerically display the decoded
distance.

34. A method of determining a distance to a target
according to claim 26, further comprising the Steps of:
providing a Sensor coupled to the programmed data
processor, the Sensor producing an elevation angle
Voltage which is proportional to the elevation angle;
monitoring the activity of the Sensor;
Selectively energizing the rangefinder according to the
activity of the Sensor.
35. A method of determining a distance to a target
according to claim 26, further comprising the Steps of:
providing an ambient light Sensor coupled to the pro
grammed data processor;
providing a display coupled to the programmed data
processor to display the calculated distance;
providing a backlighting device coupled with the pro
grammed data processor for making the display easier
to read in low light conditions,
measuring the ambient light with the ambient light Sensor;
Selectively activating the backlighting device based on the
ambient light measured by the ambient light Sensor.
36. A method of determining a distance to a target
according to claim 26, further comprising the Steps of:
providing a programmed data processor comprising a
plurality of operating Statuses,
providing a display coupled to the programmed data
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measuring an elevation angle, the elevation angle being
formed between a reference axis and a line of Sight
between the rangefinder and a target;
operating the programmed data processor to calculate the
distance to the target based on the measured elevation
angle,
providing a bow;
providing a programmed data processor which has a
plurality of operating Statuses,
providing a sight indicator coupled with the bow;
Selectively illuminating the Sight indicator with different
colors to indicate the operating Status of the pro
grammed data processor.
41. A rangefinder apparatus for determining a horizontal
distance from a user to a target, comprising:
a bow;
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a housing coupled with the bow;
a Sensor disposed within the housing which measures an
elevation angle, the elevation angle being formed
between a reference axis and a line of Sight made
between the Sensor and a target;
a laser point-to-point distance measuring device coupled
with the housing to measure a point-to-point distance to
the target;
a microprocessor operatively coupled with the Sensor and
operatively coupled with the point-to-point measuring
device and programmed to calculate the horizontal
distance between to the target based on the measured
elevation angle and the measured point-to-point dis
tance.
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proceSSOr,

driving the display to indicate the current operating Status
of the programmed data processor.
37. A method of determining a distance to a target
according to claim 26, further comprising the Steps of:
measuring a point-to-point distance to the target;
operating the programmed data processor to calculate the
horizontal distance to the target based on the measured
point-to-point distance and the elevation angle.
38. A method of determining a distance to a target
according to claim 26, further comprising the Steps of:
measuring a point-to-point distance between the user and
the target;
operating the programmed data processor to calculate the
horizontal distance between the user and the target
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based on the measured point-to-point distance and the
elevation angle,
providing a display;
displaying the calculated horizontal distance on the dis
play.
39. A method of determining a distance to a target
according to claim 26, further comprising the Step of oper
ating the programmed data processor to calculate a tilt angle,
the tilt angle comprising the angle formed between a line of
Sight to the target and a release line, the release line being the
line along which a projectile must be released at a Velocity
in order to hit a target at a distance.
40. A method of determining a distance to a target,
comprising the Steps of:
providing a rangefinder comprising a programmed data
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42. A rangefinder according to claim 41, further compris
ing:
a liquid crystal display operatively coupled with the
microprocessor to display the horizontal distance to the
target as calculated by the microprocessor,
an ambient light Sensor coupled with the microprocessor
to measure an amount of ambient light;
a backlighting device operatively coupled with the micro
processor to facilitate viewing the display in low light
conditions,
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the microprocessor being programmed to monitor the
amount of light measured by the ambient light Sensor
and to Selectively activate the backlighting device
based on the amount of ambient light measured by the
ambient light Sensor.
43. A rangefinder according to claim 41 wherein the
microprocessor has a plurality of operating Statuses, further
comprising:
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at least one Sight indicator coupled to the bow, the Sight
indicator comprising:

46. A method of determining a horizontal distance to a
target, comprising the Steps of:
providing a rangefinder comprising a programmed data

a tube,

a fiber optic cable disposed within the tube;
a multi-color light emitting diode coupled with the fiber
optic cable to selectively illuminate the fiber optic

proceSSOr,

cable;

the microprocessor being programmed to Selectively illu
minate the light emitting diode with different colors
depending on the current operating Status of the micro
processor.

44. A method of determining a horizontal distance from a
shooter of an implement used to cast a projectile to a target
at which the projectile is directed, comprising the Steps of:
providing a rangefinder comprising a programmed data
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proceSSOr,

measuring an elevation angle, the elevation angle being
formed between a reference axis and a line of Sight
between a user and a target;
measuring a point-to-point distance between the user and
the target;
operating the programmed data processor to calculate the
horizontal distance between the user and the target
based on the measured point-to-point distance and the
measured elevation angle.
45. A method of determining a horizontal distance to a
target, comprising the Steps of:
providing a rangefinder comprising a programmed data

a bow;
25

proceSSOr,

measuring an elevation angle, the elevation angle being
formed between a reference axis and a line of Sight
between a user and a target,
measuring a point-to-point distance between the user and
the target;
operating the programmed data processor to calculate the
horizontal distance between the user and the target
based on the measured point-to-point distance and the
measured elevation angle;
continually determining the calculated distance;
providing the rangefinder with a display operatively
coupled with the programmed data processor, the dis
play being capable of displaying the calculated distance
thereon;

operating the programmed data processor to average the
calculated distances over a period of time to reduce
fluctuations of the distance displayed on the rangefinder
display;
providing an angle Sensor operatively coupled with the
programmed data processor which measures the eleva
tion angle;
monitoring the activity of the angle Sensor;
Selectively energizing the rangefinder based on the activ
ity of the angle Sensor;
providing an ambient light Sensor operatively coupled
with the programmed data processor;
providing a backlighting device operatively coupled with
the programmed data processor to make the display
easier for the user to read in low light conditions,
measuring an amount of ambient light with the ambient
light Sensor;
monitoring the amount of ambient light measured by the
ambient light Sensor;
Selectively activating the backlighting device based on the
ambient light measured by the ambient light Sensor.

measuring an elevation angle, the elevation angle being
formed between a reference axis and a line of Sight
between a user and a target;
measuring a point-to-point distance between the user and
the target;
operating the programmed data processor to calculate the
horizontal distance between the user and the target
based on the measured point-to-point distance and the
measured elevation angle;
providing a bow;
providing a sight indicator coupled with the bow;
Selectively illuminating the Sight indicator with different
colors to indicate the operating Status of the
rangefinder.
47. A rangefinder apparatus for determining a distance
from a user to a target comprising:
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a housing attached to the bow;
a Sensor coupled to the housing, the Sensor measuring an
elevation angle of the housing;
a programmed data processor operatively coupled to the
Sensor, the data processor performing trigonometric
calculations based on the measured elevation angle to
calculate a distance to a target;
at least one sight indicator coupled to the bow, the Sight
indicator comprising:
a tube;
a fiber optic cable disposed within the tube;
a light emitting diode coupled with the fiber optic cable
to illuminate the fiber optic cable.
48. A rangefinder according to claim 47 wherein said
programmed data processor is coupled to the light emitting
diode to selectively illuminate the light emitting diode with
different colors.

49. A method of determining a distance to a target,
comprising:
providing a rangefinder comprising a programmed data
processor which has a plurality of operating Statuses,
measuring an elevation angle, the elevation angle being
formed between a reference axis and a line of Sight
between the rangefinder and a target;
operating the programmed data processor to calculate the
distance to the target based on the measured elevation
angle,
providing a bow;
providing a sight indicator coupled with the bow;
identifying the Sight indicator to indicate the operating
Status of the programmed data processor.
50. A method of determining a horizontal distance to a
target, comprising:
providing a rangefinder comprising a programmed data
proceSSOr,

measuring an elevation angle, the elevation angle being
formed between a reference axis and a line of Sight
between a user and a target;
measuring a point-to-point distance between the user and
the target;
operating the programmed data processor to calculate the
horizontal distance between the user and the target
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monitoring the amount of ambient light measured by the
ambient light Sensor;
activating the backlighting device based on the ambient
light measured by the ambient light Sensor.
51. A method of determining a horizontal distance to a
target, comprising:
providing a rangefinder comprising a programmed data

based on the measured point-to-point distance and the
measured elevation angle;
continually determining the calculated distance;
providing the rangefinder with a display operatively
coupled with the programmed data processor, the dis
play being capable of displaying the calculated distance
thereon;

operating the programmed data processor to average the
calculated distances over a period of time to reduce
fluctuations of the distance displayed on the rangefinder
display;
providing an angle Sensor operatively coupled with the
programmed data processor which measures the eleva
tion angle;
monitoring the activity of the angle Sensor;
Selectively energizing the rangefinder based on the activ
ity of the angle Sensor;
providing an ambient light Sensor operatively coupled
with the programmed data processor;
providing a backlighting device operatively coupled with
the programmed data processor to enable reading of the
display in low light conditions,
measuring an amount of ambient light with the ambient
light Sensor;

proceSSOr,
1O
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measuring an elevation angle, the elevation angle being
formed between a reference axis and a line of Sight
between a user and a target;
measuring a point-to-point distance between the user and
the target;
operating the programmed data processor to calculate the
horizontal distance between the user and the target
based on the measured point-to-point distance and the
measured elevation angle;
providing a bow;
providing a sight indicator coupled with the bow;
identifying the Sight indicator to indicate the operating
Status of the rangefinder.

